Long-life silicon anodes by conformal molecular-deposited polyurea interface for lithium ion batteries
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ABSTRACT

Establishing a stable electrode-electrolyte interface (SEI) is extremely critical to achieving a reversible silicon anode for lithium ion batteries. Herein, a conformal polyurea layer with hydrogen bonds and polar functional groups is firstly controllably constructed on the silicon electrode as an artificial SEI via molecular layer deposition. The optimized polyurea coating of ~3 nm greatly promotes the electrochemical lithium storage performance of silicon anodes, including highly reversible cycling stability (1010 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} after 1000 cycles) and rate capability (1820 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} at 2 A g\textsuperscript{-1}, 1420 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} at 5 A g\textsuperscript{-1}). Analyses show that this polyurea layer can greatly promote lithium ions diffusion kinetic in the silicon electrodes and induce a stable, thin, and LiF-rich SEI with good mechanical stability. Moreover, this polyurea coating shows a significant improvement for larger-size silicon particles (even >150 nm) and superior compatibility with ether-based electrolytes. Notably, the full cells paired with LiFePO\textsubscript{4} cathode exhibit impressive cycling stability with a high energy density of 453 Wh kg\textsuperscript{-1}. This work provides constructive guidance for constructing a stable artificial SEI for silicon anodes.

1. Introduction

With the rise of green energy, the limited energy density of current state-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) has caused widespread concern [1]. Developing electrode materials with a high specific capacity is an effective way to increase the energy density of LIBs [2]. In this regard, silicon anode based on alloying mechanism is one of the best candidates for replacing the commercial graphite anode due to the outstanding capacity advantage (4200 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1}), environmental friendliness, and cost-effectiveness. However, the commercial application of silicon anode is hindered by serious volume swelling/shrinkage (>300%) and continuous interfacial side reaction, which lead to low Coulombic efficiencies, unsatisfactory cycling stability, and poor rate capability [3]. Mitigating volume change and stabilizing the silicon/electrolyte interface are key to realizing stable silicon anodes.

Typically, the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), as a passivation layer, plays an important role for achieving a stable anode-electrolyte interface [4,5]. Unfortunately, the SEI of silicon anode in commercial carbonate electrolyte is mechanically fragile and insufficient to withstand the large volume fluctuation during cycling [6,7]. Generally, one effective approach to improve the SEIs stability is to use electrolyte additives. Fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) vinylene carbonate (VC) additives have been proven to improve interface stability of silicon anodes, while some multifunctional additives are constantly being explored [6–9]. However, the continuous consumption of electrolyte additives during cycling prohibits the long-term viability of the silicon anode, and the slow dynamics of the additive-induced interface also severely limits the rate capability. Another effective approach capable of enhancing the SEI stability is to establish an artificial SEI [10]. Some artificial inorganic coatings have been extensively studied such as Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, TiO\textsubscript{2} [11–15]. Although the interface chemical/electrochemical stability has been improved, the coating fracture caused by mechanical fragility is still a potential risk to the long-term service life of silicon anodes.

Compared to an inorganic coating, a polymer coating displays great advantages as an artificial layer due to good flexibility, which can withstand huge mechanical stress and prevent the plastic expansion of...
Several conductive or non-conductive polymers have been employed to passivate the silicon-electrolyte interface such as polybithiophene, poly paraphenylene, and poly aniline [18–23]. Meanwhile, some polymer layer can promote the wettability of the electrolyte and silicon particles [21]. However, the structure and composition homogeneity of polymer layers based on wet chemical methods still faces challenges, which poses obstacles to uniform lithium ion transport kinetics at the silicon particle and electrode scale [24]. Currently, Shen’s group proposed a silicon-containing polymer coated silicon electrode via initiated chemical vapor deposition. Although an improved electrochemical performance was obtained, the cycling lifespan was still seriously limited (100 cycles) [22]. Although some MLD polymer interfaces have been constructed on silicon anodes, these previous studies tend to focus only on the mechanical properties of the polymer layers, while ignoring the effect of interface chemistry on the electrochemical performance [25,26]. Furthermore, the chemistry/electrochemical stabilization mechanism of the polymer-silicon interface still remain unclear, which limits the design and development of artificial polymer SEI for silicon anodes. Therefore, establishing a stable SEI capable of long-cycling lifespan still faces huge challenges.

Herein, a conformal polyurea layer with hydrogen bonds and polar functional groups was controllably deposited on the silicon electrode as a robust artificial SEI via molecular layer deposition (MLD). The cycling stability of the silicon anode strongly depends on the polyurea coating thickness, and the optimal coating thickness was confirmed to be ~3 nm. And this polyurea coating can greatly accelerate the lithium ions diffusion kinetics and improve the cycling stability and rate capability of silicon anode, even for larger silicon particles (~150 nm). The key to the interface stabilization is the formation of a robust, thin, and LiF-rich SEI with good mechanical stability, which buffers the volume change and ensures the structural integrity of silicon electrodes. Simultaneously, the polyurea coating exhibits good compatibility with the ether-based electrolytes. Besides, the energy density of full battery paired with a dimethyl carbonate (DMC) solvent. The mechanical performance tests were done through Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, BRUKER Dimension FastScan) and a universal peeling testing machine (CRE-8007B). During the AFM tests, the probe was applied with an external force of 160 mN.

2. Experimental section

2.1. The polyurea coated silicon electrode

The silicon electrodes include silicon nanoparticles (80 wt%), Super P (10 wt%), and sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (10 wt%). The silicon electrodes were punched with a diameter of 10 mm. The active mass loading is approximately 1 mg cm⁻². The effect of silicon particle size was also explored, with sizes of ~150 nm, ~230 nm. The corresponding mass loadings of active materials are approximately 1.0 mg cm⁻² for 150 nm silicon particles electrode and 2.0 mg cm⁻² for 230 nm silicon particles electrode, respectively. The polyurea coating was directly deposited on the silicon electrodes. Specifically, the coating procedure was conducted by an Arradiance GEMstar-8 ALD machine. Ethylenediamine (ED) and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate (PDIC) were used as precursors and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The precursors are stored in an argon-filled glovebox. The precursors ED and PDIC were purged for at least 1 h for both precursors prior to use. The precursors can react with PDIC to obtain an isocyanate-terminated surface as depicted in Step 1, which subsequently reacts with ED to form the urea linkage as shown in Step 2. Then PDIC reacts with ED to form the urea linkage as shown in Step 3. The two sequences of Step 2 and Step 3 compose a single binary cycle.

2.2. Characterisation

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were analyzed on a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα (λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation. The morphology of the electrode was characterized by a Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron microscope, a Hitachi 3400 N environmental scanning electron microscope, and a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 2010 FEG). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was measured with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV) in a Kratos AXIS Nova Spectrometer. The TOF-SIMS tests were conducted using TOF-SIMS IV (ION-TOF GmbH, Germany) with a 25 keV bismuth liquid metal ion source with a base pressure at ~10⁻¹⁰ mbar in the analysis chamber. Negative secondary ions were induced by the primary ion beam bombardment on the surface of cycled silicon electrodes after cycling. Before XPS and TOF-SIMS tests, the electrodes were washed with a dimethyl carbonate (DMC) solvent. The mechanical performance tests were conducted on an INSTRON 5882 universal testing machine. The cycling stability of the silicon anode strongly depends on the polyurea coating thickness, and the optimal coating thickness was confirmed to be ~3 nm. And this polyurea coating can greatly accelerate the lithium ions diffusion kinetics and improve the cycling stability and rate capability of silicon anode, even for larger silicon particles (~150 nm). The key to the interface stabilization is the formation of a robust, thin, and LiF-rich SEI with good mechanical stability, which buffers the volume change and ensures the structural integrity of silicon electrodes. Simultaneously, the polyurea coating exhibits good compatibility with the ether-based electrolytes. Besides, the energy density of full battery paired with a dimethyl carbonate (DMC) solvent. The mechanical performance tests were done through Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, BRUKER Dimension FastScan) and a universal peeling testing machine (CRE-8007B). During the AFM tests, the probe was applied with an external force of 160 mN.

2.3. Electrochemical measurement

The coin cells were assembled in an Ar filled glovebox with oxygen and water contents less than 1 ppm using metallic lithium foil as the counter electrode. The electrolyte is composed of 1 M LiPF₆ and EC/ DMC (1:1), containing 5 v/v% FEC. The ether-based electrolyte was 1 M LiTFSI in a well-mixed solution of DME/DOL (1:1 v/v). The cyclic voltammetry measurement was carried out on a versatile multichannel potentiostat 3/3 (VMP3) between 0.01 and 1.5 V at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s⁻¹. Galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) tests were also conducted on an INSTRON 5882 universal testing machine at room temperature in the voltage range of 0.01–1.5 V. Specifically, a constant current of 100 mA g⁻¹ was applied to the battery for 30 min during the charge/discharge process, and then the current was interrupted for 2 h to make the battery reach a balanced state. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed using the multichannel potentiostat 3/3 (VMP3) in the frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 1 × 10⁶ Hz. Electrochemical cycling was conducted using an INSTRON 5882 universal testing machine. The full cells, LiFePO₄ was used as the cathode, and the mass ratio of LiFePO₄, PVDF binder, and conductive carbon was 8:1:1 with N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) as a solvent. The slurry was evenly coated on an aluminum foil current collector. The Si@ 25-PU electrode was cycled for five cycles in a half-cell for pre-lithiation before being assembled into full cells. The corresponding mass loading of LiFePO₄ cathode is 12.0–14.0 mg cm⁻² in order to achieve capacity matching with the Si@ 25-PU electrode. And the charge-discharge voltage range of the full cell is 2.5 V–4.1 V. The areal capacity ratio of Si@ 25-PU and LiFePO₄ electrode is controlled to be ~1.1. The electrolyte is composed of 1 M LiPF₆ and EC/DMC (1:1), containing 5 v/v% FEC. All electrochemical measurements were carried out at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fabrication and characterization of artificial polyurea interface

Polyurea is selected as an artificial polymer interface due to existing numerous hydrogen bonds and polar functional groups, which contribute to the strong adhesion with silicon surface and the lithium ion transport dynamics [27,28]. A molecule-level uniform and controllable polyurea layer on the silicon electrode was achieved through MLD. A schematic diagram of the preparation process is displayed in Fig. 1a. The polyurea growth is based on the self-limiting reaction of two bifunctional organic precursors of 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate (PDIC) and ethylenediamine (ED) [27]. The hydroxyl-terminated surface of silicon nanoparticles reacts with PDIC to obtain an isocyanate-terminated surface as depicted in Step 1, which subsequently reacts with ED to form the urea linkage as shown in Step 2. Then PDIC reacts with ED in turn in Step 3. The two sequences of Step 2 and Step 3 compose a single binary cycle. The conformal polyurea coating can be fabricated by repeating this binary cycle to obtain the desired thickness. Additionally, compared to
directly depositing on particles, the directly depositing on electrodes has significant advantage, since the deposition on the electrode can greatly reduce the effect of the deposited layer on the electron transport in the electrode scale [16,29]. Three sets of polyurea coatings with 15, 25, and 50 cycles were prepared and marked as Si@ 15-PU, Si@ 25-PU, and Si@ 50-PU electrode, respectively.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) full-spectra of Si@ 25-PU and bare silicon electrode are almost identical, except for the evident peak at ~400 eV as shown in Fig. 1b. This peak is attributed to the N 1 s peak of the characteristic C-N bond from polyurea polymer in Fig. 1c [28,30–32]. At the same energy position, no peak was observed for bare silicon electrode in Fig. S1. Meanwhile, the Si 2p peak shows that the silicon nanoparticles contain a natural oxide surface layer in Fig. S2a, facilitating the initiation of MLD deposition. After MLD deposition, no
significant change was observed in the Si 2p peak for the Si@25-PU electrode as shown in Fig. S2b. Therefore, the XPS spectra strongly prove the successful deposition of polyurea coating on the Si@25-PU electrode. Additionally, the Fourier-transform infrared spectrum of the simultaneously deposited polyurea film was characterized as shown in Fig. S3, and abundant polar functional groups (-HN-C=O, -NH) of polyurea layer are detected, which is conducive to the uniform and fast lithium ions diffusion at the electrolyte-electrode interface.

Further, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was utilized to characterize the morphology of different electrodes. The SEM images of Si@25-PU electrode in Fig. 1e have no obvious difference with that of bare silicon electrode in Fig. 1d, reflecting the conformity and uniformity of the polyurea coating in the electrode. The Si@15-PU and Si@50-PU electrodes show similar conformal property in Fig. S4, which is determined by the unique advantage of MLD. Furthermore, the XRD spectra of bare silicon electrode and Si@25-PU electrode are almost the same as shown in Fig. S5, displaying the polyurea coating may be amorphous. Further, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed to explore the thickness of artificial polyurea coatings. The size of silicon nanoparticles is mainly distributed in less than 80 nm as shown in Fig. S6a, and the corresponding diffraction rings are consistent with the characteristic rings of polycrystalline silicon in Fig. S6b. The HRTEM images of bare silicon nanoparticle is demonstrated in Fig. 1f, and the oxide layer on the particle surface is so thin that difficult to distinguish. The lattice fringe of 0.31 nm corresponds to the (111) plane of crystal silicon [33]. The uniform polyurea coatings can be clearly observed as

Fig. 2. The electrochemical performance (a) The initial three charge-discharge curves of Si@25-PU electrode; (b) CV curves of Si@25-PU and polyurea coating; (c) The enlarge CV curves of polyurea film; (d) The cycling stability at 200 mA g\(^{-1}\); (e) The rate capability; (f) The long cycling performance under different loadings at 0.8 A g\(^{-1}\). In ether-based electrolytes (g) The rate capability; (h) The long cycling performance at 1 A g\(^{-1}\).
shown in Fig. 1g–i, which directly confirms the successful deposition of MLD polyurea. The polyurea coating thicknesses of Si@ 15-PU, Si@ 25-PU, Si@ 50-PU are 2.0, 3.0, and 5.8 nm, respectively. In Fig. 1j, the corresponding STEM-EELS mappings of elements (Si, C, N) also verify the uniform distribution of polyurea layers on silicon nanoparticles.

3.2. Electrochemical performance evaluation in half cells

The lithium storage performance of different silicon electrodes was characterized in half cells using different electrolyte systems (Fig. 2). In carbonate-based electrolyte, the polyurea coatings can significantly improve the initial Coulombic efficiency from 74% to > 81% for different silicon electrodes as shown as Figs. 2a and S7. Specifically, the first coulombic efficiencies are 82.8% for Si@ 15-PU electrode, 82.3% for Si@ 25-PU electrode, and 81.3% for Si@ 50-PU electrode, respectively. This is mainly because the polyurea layer effectively prevents direct contact between the silicon and the liquid carbonate electrolyte and alleviates the side reactions during alloying/dealloying process [16]. The initial three charge curves of Si@ 25-PU electrode display negligible capacity decay in Fig. 2a, implying excellent electrochemical reversibility. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of Si@ 25-PU reflect the electrochemical characteristics of crystalline silicon during alloying/dealloying in Fig. 2b, and the bare silicon electrode exhibits consistent electrochemical behavior in Fig. S8. The CV test of polyurea film on copper foil was carried out as shown in Fig. 2b. Specifically, the sharp peak below 0.05 V in the first negative sweep represents the lithiation process of crystalline silicon anode. And the two reduction peaks at 0.18 V and −0.02 V from the second cycle attribute to lithiation process of amorphous silicon. Correspondingly, the oxidation peaks at 0.33 V and 0.53 V belong to the dealloying process of LiSi phase. Compared with the peak intensity of Si@ 25-PU, the peak intensity of pure polyurea film was negligible, indicating that the capacity contribution from polyurea coating is ignored [34]. An enlarged CV curve of polyurea film is shown in Fig. 2c. The CV curves after the first negative scan have little difference, demonstrating the good electrochemical stability of polyurea film.

The cycling stability is one of the most important parameters for evaluating the service life of silicon anodes. The cycling stability of different electrodes were tested at 200 mA g⁻¹ as shown in Fig. 2d. The Si@ 25-PU electrode displays the best electrochemical cycling reversibility. A high reversible capacity of 2049 mA h g⁻¹ was obtained after 80 cycles, and the corresponding capacity retention is up to 69%. By contrast, the reversible capacity of the bare silicon electrode is decayed to 792 mA h g⁻¹, and the corresponding capacity retention is only 26%. Therefore, the 25 cycles MLD polyurea corresponds to the optimal coating thickness (~3 nm) for balancing ion-electron transport ability and mechanical structural stability. Specifically, the too thin coating is disadvantageous for maintaining structural stability, while the too thick coating will hinder electron-ion transport and cause a huge electrochemical impedance. Furthermore, the cycling stability of the other silicon electrodes has been improved to varying degrees. The capacity retention is 47.98% for Si@ 15-PU electrode and 43.40% for Si@ 50-PU electrode, respectively. Besides, the corresponding Coulombic efficiency curves of Si@ 25-PU electrode and bare Si electrode are shown in Fig. 59. In the first 40 cycles, the Si@ 25-PU electrode shows a more stable Coulombic efficiency curve compared to bare silicon electrode, demonstrating the stabilizing effect of the polyurea layer on the electrode-electrolyte interface. Simultaneously, the Si@ 25-PU electrode shows significantly improved rate capability compared to the bare silicon electrode in Fig. 2e. Even at 2.0 A g⁻¹, a high reversible capacity of 1820 mA h g⁻¹ is still maintained. As a comparison, the reversible capacity of the bare silicon electrode is only 600 mA h g⁻¹ at 2.0 A g⁻¹. Moreover, the long-term cycling stability of Si@ 25-PU electrodes under different mass loadings of 0.9 mg cm⁻² and 1.5 mg cm⁻² was examined at 800 mA g⁻¹ as displayed in Fig. 2f. The reversible capacities at 0.9 mg cm⁻² and 1.5 mg cm⁻² after 1000 cycles were 1010 mA h g⁻¹ and 988 mA h g⁻¹, respectively. By contrast, the specific capacity of the bare silicon electrode decreased rapidly to 400 mA h g⁻¹ after 100 cycles. And the corresponding Coulombic efficiency curves are displayed in Fig. S10. Therefore, the Si@ 25-PU electrode demonstrates outstanding cycling stability and rate capability. The improved lithium storage performance benefits from the robust polyurea coating with favorable mechanical stability and electrochemical stability, which greatly enhances the structure and interface stability of silicon electrodes.

As is well-known, the larger size silicon particles have a lower cost and are easier for large-scale preparation. However, the poor structural stability caused by huge stress severely limits the cycling stability [35, 36]. Two electrodes were prepared by using large-sized silicon particles of 150 nm and 230 nm, respectively. These two electrodes were deposited with 25 cycles MLD polyurea coating. SEM images of the corresponding silicon particles are shown in Figs. S11 and S12, respectively. For the polyurea coated 150 nm silicon electrode, a reversible capacity of 1513 mA h g⁻¹ is obtained after 90 cycles in Fig. S13. For the polyurea coated 230 nm silicon electrode, a comparably high reversible capacity of 500 mA h g⁻¹ is obtained after 50 cycles in Fig. S14. The cycling stability is significantly improved compared to the corresponding bare silicon particles, indicating the polyurea coating is effective for large-sized silicon particles.

Besides, the lithium storage performance of silicon anodes in the ether-based electrolytes is of importance for developing high energy density silicon-sulfur battery systems [37,38]. The first charge-discharge curve of the Si@ 25-PU electrode was tested at 100 mA g⁻¹ in ether-based electrolytes as shown in Fig. S15. A high initial Coulombic efficiency of 82.5% is obtained. Moreover, the polyurea coating boosts impressive rate capability as displayed in Fig. 2g. Even at 5.0 A g⁻¹, a high reversible capacity of 1420 mA h g⁻¹ is obtained. By comparison, the bare silicon electrode has virtually no capacity at 5.0 A g⁻¹. The corresponding charge-discharge curves of Si@ 25-PU electrode are exhibited in Fig. S16. Meanwhile, the Si@ 25-PU electrode displays outstanding cycling stability of 865 mA h g⁻¹ after 350 cycles at 1 A g⁻¹. In contrast, the bare silicon electrode fails soon after 100 cycles in Fig. 2h. And the corresponding Coulombic efficiency curves are displayed in Fig. S17. The Coulombic efficiencies of Si@ 25-PU electrode reached more than 98% after 10 cycles and are generally higher than that of bare silicon electrodes within the first 80 cycles. Besides, the corresponding Coulombic efficiency curves of Si@ 25-PU electrode are smooth during 350 cycles, indicating that the polyurea layer can promote the formation of stable interfaces in ether-based electrolytes. In contrast, the Coulombic efficiency of bare silicon electrode curve exhibits obvious fluctuations, indicating an unstable interface. Therefore, the polyurea coating shows outstanding compatibility with the ether-based electrolytes. The above-mentioned superior lithium storage performance thanks to a robust artificial polyurea layer, which endows the exceptional electrochemical reversibility of silicon anodes.

3.3. Electrochemical kinetic evaluation of electrodes

Lithium ion transport in the electrodes is a critical factor affecting electrochemical stability and rate performance. Therefore, the effect of polyurea interface on the lithium ion diffusion kinetics of silicon electrodes was further explored to explain the improved electrochemical reversibility. The CV tests at different scan rates from 0.1 to 1.0 mV s⁻¹ were performed to qualitatively analyze electrochemical kinetic as shown in Fig. 3a and b. As the scan rate increases, the intensity of cathodic and anodic peaks gradually increases. According to the Randles-Sevcik equation [39], the relationship between the apparent lithium ion diffusion coefficient in the electrode and the peak current can be expressed by the following formula:

$$D^{1/2} v^{1/2} = \frac{k_{\text{app}}}{A \cdot c}$$

where $D$ is the lithium ion diffusion coefficient in the electrode, $v$ is the scan rate, $A$ is the electrode area, $c$ is the lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte, and $k_{\text{app}}$ is the apparent lithium ion diffusion coefficient in the electrode.
In this formula, $I_p$ is the peak current, and $S$ is a battery-related constant, and $D$ is the apparent lithium ions diffusion coefficient, and $\nu$ is the scan rate. The apparent lithium ions diffusion coefficient can be evaluated through a linear relationship between the cathodic peak current ($I_p$) and the square root of the scan rate ($\nu^{1/2}$). The corresponding linear fitting data are shown in Table S1. The line slope has a positive correlation with the lithium ions diffusion coefficient. Herein, the easily distinguishable oxidation peak at ~0.5 V is selected as the research object. The fitted linear relationship is shown in Fig. 3c. The Si@25-PU electrode shows a larger slope than bare silicon electrode, indicating faster lithium ion diffusion and more favorable electrochemical reaction kinetics for this dealloying process.

Further, the lithium ions diffusion ability at different charge-discharge states was quantitatively evaluated by galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT). The specific lithium ion diffusion coefficient ($D_{Li^+}$) can be calculated by the following formula:

$$D_{Li^+} = \frac{4}{\pi^2} \left( \frac{m_B V_m}{M_B S} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\Delta E_	ext{g}}{\Delta E_	ext{t}} \right)^2$$

In this formula, $m_B$, $M_B$, and $V_m$ are the mass, molar mass, and molar volume of active materials in the electrodes, respectively. $\tau$ is the galvanic titration time. $S$ is the surface area of the electrode. $\Delta E_g$ represents the steady-state voltage variation during a single GITT titration. $\Delta E_t$ is the total voltage variation during a galvanic titration time. Fig. 3d shows the GITT curves of Si@25-PU electrode and bare silicon electrode after 10 cycles at 100 mA g$^{-1}$. $\Delta E_g$ and $\Delta E_t$ can be obtained from a single step of a GITT titration as displayed in the inset of Fig. 3d. The $D_{Li^+}$ of Si@25-PU electrode is higher than that of bare silicon electrode during alloying/dealloying processes as shown in Fig. 3e and f, further confirming that the conformal polyurea coating can promote the lithium ion diffusion kinetics. Additionally, the lithium ion diffusion kinetics after prolonged electrochemical cycles were characterized by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The EIS spectra of Si@25-PU electrode after 40 and 80 cycles are shown in Fig. 3g. The corresponding EIS spectra of bare silicon electrode are demonstrated in Fig. S18. Obviously, the EIS spectra include two semicircles at mid/high frequency regions and a straight line at low frequency region, representing the interface impedance ($R_{SEI}$), charge transfer resistance ($R_{ct}$), and...
lithium ion diffusion impedance ($Z_w$), respectively [40,41]. And $Z'$ (real part of impedance) has a linear relationship with the negative square root of the angular frequency ($\omega^{-1/2}$) as shown in Fig. 3h. According to previous reports, the slope of the fitted line is negatively correlated with the lithium ion diffusion coefficient [42]. In other words, the smaller the slope, the larger the lithium ion diffusion coefficient. The statistics graph of the fitted slopes after different cycles are shown in Fig S19. The Si@ 25-PU electrode maintains a faster lithium ion diffusion than bare silicon electrode no matter after 40 or 80 cycles. Besides, as the cycle goes on, the lithium ion diffusion ability of Si@ 25-PU electrode did not change significantly, while the reaction kinetics of bare silicon electrode deteriorated obviously, indicating that the polyurea coating still can promote the electrode reaction kinetics after many cycles. The improved lithium ion diffusion kinetics stems from numerous polar functional groups and abundant hydrogen bonds in the intrinsic polyurea structure, which is conducive to the adsorption and transfer of lithium ions. Additionally, the enhanced electrode integrity and structural stability by the polyurea coating is also an important reason for the accelerated reaction kinetics.
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**Fig. 4.** XPS spectra of different elements for post-cycled electrodes (a) Bare silicon electrode; (b) Si@ 25-PU electrode; Normalized depth profiles via TOF-SIMS measurements after 50 cycles (c) Si@ 25-PU electrode; (d) Bare silicon electrode. The TOF-SIMS secondary ion images of Si@ 25-PU electrode after Cs$^+$ consecutive sputtering (e) After 30 s; (f) After 380 s (g) The 3D view images of the sputtered volume corresponding to the depth profiles in (c). (The length of scale bar is 25 µm.)
3.4. Interface analysis of post-cycled electrodes

As an artificial SEI, it is critical to understand the influence of polyurea coating on the interface stability of silicon anodes. According to the EIS spectra in Figs. 3g and S18, the fitted RsEI is counted in Fig. 520. For bare silicon electrode, the RsEI has a larger value and shows a dramatic increase from 103 to 256 Ω. By contrast, the RsEI of Si@ 25-PU electrode displays a slight increase from 24 to 34 Ω, indicating that the artificial polyurea coating can significantly reduce the interface impedance and promote the formation of a stable SEI. Furthermore, the components of the SEI were analyzed to gain a deep understanding of the interface chemistry affected by polyurea coating. XPS was applied to detect the SEIs for Si@ 25-PU electrode and bare silicon electrode after 50 cycles. The XPS peaks of different elements are shown in Fig. 4a and b. Examining F 1 s, the peak at ~684.5 eV corresponding to LiF significantly increases for the Si@ 25-PU electrode, indicating the proportion of LiF is increased compared to that of bare silicon electrode. This manifests the polyurea layer can promote the formation of LiF in the carbonate-based electrolyte, which shows similar conclusions in lithium metal anode research [30]. According to previous reports, LiF is an important component of a stable SEI due to the high elastic modulus and ionic conductivity [22,30,43,44]. Regarding the increasing proportion of LiF, there are two possible reasons. One is that the polyurea coating can effectively reduce the LiPOyFx produced by the decomposition of the lithium salts [45]. Specifically, the polyurea coating effectively prevents pulverization of silicon particles, thereby inhibiting the more decomposition of the lithium salt on the fresh silicon surface. The other possible reason is that the polyurea coating changes the SEI-generated reaction pathways and induces the formation of more LiF from the decomposition of FEC or lithium salt. The C 1 s peak contribution corresponding to Li2CO3 is also weakened for the Si@ 25-PU electrode, suggesting that the polyurea coating inhibits the formation of insoluble electrolyte reduction products [22,46]. Additionally, a possible reason is that the polyurea layer effectively inhibits the electrochemical decomposition of the solvent (EC) on the silicon surface, blocks the formation of lithium ethylene dicarbonate, and reduces the generation of Li2CO3 [47,48]. For O1s spectra, the Li2O content in SEIs of Si@ 25-PU electrode is significantly reduced compared to bare silicon electrodes, suggesting the polyurea coating can reduce the proportion of Li2O. Recent studies have shown that the Li2O in SEI is most likely from the decomposition of EC, rather than the conversion of the surface oxide layer of the silicon anode [49–51]. Similarly, the inhibited electrochemical decomposition of the solvents by polyurea layer is one of the possible reasons for the reduced Li2O content. Finally, the N 1 s peak contains three peaks, corresponding to 400.5 eV (N-H), 399.5 eV (O–C-N–) and 398.2 eV (Li3N), respectively [28,52]. Li3N is most likely the reduction product of polyurea coating and is beneficial to lithium ion transport. For contrast, there is not any peak for bare silicon electrode. Therefore, the polyurea coating promotes the formation of a LiF-rich SEI on the silicon electrodes. Note that the underlying mechanism responsible of inducing LiF formation still need further research in our future work. Obviously, this LiF-dominated SEI is significant to achieving stable cycling performance and superior rate capability.

The SEI thickness and structure of Si@ 25-PU electrode were further evaluated by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). We can evaluate the SEI thickness by correlating the sputter time to the change in fluoride and silicon signals, identifying when the fluoride-rich SEI ends and the Si bulk begins [29]. In Fig. 4e and d, the signals of Si and LiF represent the silicon and LiF, and the PFS signal comes from LiPOyFx, or residual LiPF6, and the CN– origins from the polyurea coating. Evidently, the corresponding sputter time of Si@ 25-PU electrode (~120 s) is shorter than that of bare silicon electrode (~270 s), displaying the Si@ 25-PU electrode has a thinner SEI. This can explain why the RsEI of Si@ 25-PU electrode is so much smaller. Additionally, the CN– signal soon reaches steady state during sputtering, indicating the polyurea coating is evenly distributed inside the silicon electrode.

The corresponding TOF-SIMS secondary ion images of Si@ 25-PU electrode after 30 s and 380 s are shown in Fig. 4e and f. The silicon signal is quite weak in Fig. 4e, showing the silicon electrode surface is covered by the SEI. After 380 s sputter, the silicon signal is saturated as shown in Fig. 4f, demonstrating the silicon is completely exposed. Surprisingly, the LiF signal appears in scattered bright spots, which is most likely caused by the porosity of electrodes. Simultaneously, the corresponding 3D reconstruction view images were performed as exhibited in Fig. 4g, which can intuitively show the Si@ 25-PU electrode structure after cycling. The LiF exhibits a columnar distribution in the electrode, which is consistent with the pore identification in Fig. 4f. Meanwhile, the uniform distribution of polyurea coating in the electrode can be confirmed. Combining the above-mentioned data, the polyurea layer can reduce the decomposition of lithium salt and promote the formation of a thinner, LiF-dominated SEI on Si@ 25-PU electrode.

3.5. Mechanical properties analysis and morphology of electrodes

The mechanical properties were evaluated to explore the effect of the polyurea coating on the structure stability of silicon electrodes. An 180° peeling test with 3 M tape was performed to evaluate the effect of polyurea on mechanical properties of silicon electrode before cycling as shown in Fig. S21. The results indicate that the Si@ 25-PU electrode provides an adhesive force (0.75 N) as displayed in Fig. 5a, which is twice as strong as that of the bare silicon electrode (0.37 N). This directly confirms that the polyurea can greatly enhance the mechanical stability of silicon electrode by strengthening the interaction between the components of the electrodes, including active materials, binders and current collectors, conductive carbon. The improved adhesion ability benefit from the large number of self-healing hydrogen bonds in polyurea structure [54]. For the cycled electrodes, the mechanical properties of the SEIs were explored by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) tests. The representative force–displacement curves of the Si@ 25-PU electrode and bare silicon electrode after cycling are exhibited in Figs. 5b and S22, respectively. Similar curves indicate that the SEIs of Si@ 25-PU electrode and bare silicon electrode have the similar elastic mechanical behavior within the range of applied external force. However, Si@ 25-PU electrode generally has a higher average Young’s modulus (~3.0 GPa) than that (~1.5 GPa) of bare silicon electrode based on sampling points, indicating that the polyurea coating promotes a compact and robust SEI. Selected seven groups of representative Young’s modulus are exhibited in Fig. 5c. And the strong mechanical property boosted by the polyurea coating are directly related to the LiF-rich chemistry composition in SEIs.

The morphology evolution of electrodes was explored after cycling as shown in Fig. 5d and e. The visual integrity of Si@ 25-PU electrode can be perceived through digital photos. On the contrary, lots of active materials are detached from the current collector for the bare silicon electrode. Besides, the Si@ 25-PU electrode still shows an intact surface from the top view after 80 cycles. By contrast, the bare silicon electrode shows numerous obvious cracks, which will severely destroy the conductive network of the electrode. The comparison shows that the polyurea layer can greatly improve the structure integrity and stability of silicon electrode. Meanwhile, the thickness increase of the Si@ 25-PU electrode is significantly reduced (68.7%) relative to the bare silicon electrode (118.7%) from the cross-section views in Fig. 5f and g. After 500 and 1000 cycles, the Si@ 25-PU electrode shows a smooth and flat surface in Fig. S23a and b. Some cracks can be observed due to the inevitable volume swelling during long-term cycling. Unexpectedly, a stretched elastic film was observed at the cracks, potentially preventing the cracks from expanding further or becoming completely detached, maintaining structural stability and integrity of electrodes. Consequently, the conformal polyurea coating endows the silicon electrode more excellent mechanical properties, which is essential to maintain the structural stability of electrode and long cycle life of batteries.
3.6. Full-cell performance and polyurea-driven performance superiority

To confirm the applicability of Si@ 25-PU electrode, the LiFePO₄//Si@ 25-PU full cells were designed and assembled. Fig. 6a shows the structure schematic diagram of the LiFePO₄//Si@ 25-PU full cell. The commercial LiFePO₄ cathode shows excellent electrochemical performance in half-cells as shown in Fig. S24, including high first Coulombic efficiency (99.4%) and excellent capacity retention (100.8% after 35 cycles). It is important to note that the Si@ 25-PU electrode is electrochemically pre-lithiated in a half-cell to obtain the high initial Coulombic efficiency. The first charge-discharge curve of the full cell is exhibited in Fig. 6b, and the corresponding Coulombic efficiency is 94.7%, which is highly comparable to commercial graphite-based full batteries [41,55]. Based on the total mass of cathode and anode, the energy density of the full cells reaches as high as 453.0 Wh kg⁻¹. The 100th charge-discharge curve of full cell is displayed in Fig. S25, and the corresponding energy density is 376.0 Wh kg⁻¹, exhibiting good capacity retention of 83.0%. The charge-discharge curves of full cell at different rates are shown in Fig. 6c. Specifically, a high reversible capacity of 121 mA h g⁻¹ was maintained at 1 C (1 C = 155 mA g⁻¹), and a high capacity of 125 mA h g⁻¹ was
maintained after 100 cycles. The impressive electrochemical performance of full cells further confirms the great potential of Si@25-PU electrode in practical applications.

Additionally, some recent works on silicon anodes have been comprehensively compared from current density, cycle stability, and specific capacity as displayed in Fig. 6e. The detailed information of the corresponding references is shown in Table S2. Clearly, the polyurea gives the silicon anode a comprehensive performance advantage, even better than the electrochemical performance of some silicon-carbon composite anodes. Such outstanding electrochemical lithium storage performance benefits from a polyurea-derived LiF-dominated SEI with excellent mechanical stability, which can significantly improve the structural stability of silicon anode and the electrode integrity. Simultaneously, this conformal polyurea layer with polar functional groups greatly improves the lithium ion diffusion dynamics of silicon anodes during cycling. The polyurea-promoted electrode structural stability advantage is vividly shown in Fig. 6f.

4. Conclusion

In summary, an artificial polyurea layer with abundant polar functional groups and hydrogen bonds is successfully deposited on the silicon electrode via MLD. The optimal polyurea layer of ~3 nm greatly improves the electrochemical performance of silicon anodes, including a high initial Columbic efficiency (82.4%), outstanding rate capability (1820 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 2 A g\(^{-1}\)), and long cycling stability (1010 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 1000 cycles). This polyurea coating greatly improves the lithium ion transport dynamics in silicon electrode and promotes the formation of a robust, thin LiF-dominated SEI, which maintains the structural stability and integrity of electrodes. Furthermore, the LiFePO\(_4//\)Si@25-PU full battery shows outstanding cycling stability and achieves a high energy density of 453 Wh kg\(^{-1}\). Meanwhile, the polyurea layer demonstrates good compatibility with larger-size silicon particles (even >150 nm) and the ether-based electrolytes (1420 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 5 A g\(^{-1}\), 865 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 350 cycles). Therefore, the effective and robust artificial polyurea coating shows great promise in the practical application of silicon anodes.
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